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**Abstract**

Academic research on humanitarian operations (HO) is growing (Anaya-Arenas et al. 2014; Burkart et al. 2015; Duhamel et al. 2016). However, attention to and use of relevant theories in associated research is limited (Richey Jr 2009, p.619). Theories are valuable for cultivating a deeper scholarly understanding of a concept such as humanitarian operations. As such, this paper advocates increased deployment of theory in humanitarian operations research. The paper suggests and analyzes 3 social science and management theories as worthy of consideration by scholars and practitioners. The paper generates and stimulates new theory driven research ideas and outlines potential directions for future theoretically rigorous investigations of the practice of operations management in humanitarian contexts.
The basic aim of science is theory.
—F. P. Kerlinger (1986: 8)

1. Introduction
Humanitarian crises and the operational and logistical activities that enable response to them are increasingly common and global in nature (Vega and Roussat, 2015; Day et al 2012). Since the 2004 Asian Tsunami response and the 2005 response to Hurricane Katrina, the world has witnessed several devastating natural and human-made disasters. For instance, the Ebola pandemic in parts of West Africa in 2014, Nepal earthquake in 2015, 2016 Hurricane Matthew in Haiti, and the on-going refugee crisis in Syria, Yemen, north-eastern Nigeria, Iraq and Afghanistan (Yang et al 2015; Kamradt-Scott, 2016; Oloruntoba and Banomyong, 2016). Concomitantly, academic publications on humanitarian operations, logistics and supply chains have grown (Vega and Roussat, 2015; Oloruntoba and Kovacs, 2015; Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016). However, despite growth in academic publications, attention to and use of academic theories in such areas of research has been limited (Jahre et al 2009; Richey Jr, 2009: 619; Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016).

Huffman and Dowdell (2015, p.21) define theory as “a systematic, interrelated set of concepts that explain a body of data.” Such interrelated set of concepts is in turn used to explain the nature of phenomena and the relationships between them (Suddaby, 2015; Bacharach, 1989). Sutton and Straw (1995, p.373) pointed out in their seminal work ‘what theory is not.’ They argued that theory is not a set of literature references, not a set of data and neither is theory a list of variables and/or constructs, or a set of figures, diagrams, hypotheses, or predictions (Sutton and Straw, 1995, p.373, 376, 377).

Also, there is evidence to suggest that manuscripts including humanitarian logistics manuscripts have been rejected by editors in influential management journals in part because there have been a lack of the explicit deployment of theory and insufficient theoretical contribution (Agerfalk, 2014; Horn, 2015; Wright, 2015). Such dearth of use of theory in humanitarian operations research may be as a result of the area of research being practical and applied where practical relevance of research implications for practitioners is of high priority (Tatham and Houghton, 2011; Özdamar and Ertem, 2015; EJOR, 2016:1). Limited development and deployment of theory may also arise out of difficulty in gaining access to
and difficulty in collecting empirical data in areas that are often remote or in conflict (Wang et al. 2016; Jola-Sanchez et al 2016; Oloruntoba, 2016; Prasad et al. 2016). For such reasons, it is not always possible to develop a theory that is exclusively unique to humanitarian operations (Karatas-Cetin and Denktas-Sakar, 2013). Hence, borrowing and testing theory from other disciplines might represent a theoretical contribution. While developing a theory of humanitarian operations has started receiving some attention (see, e.g., Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016; Jola-Sanchez et al 2016), none of the studies focus on borrowing relevant theories from other disciplines and illustrating their usefulness.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no theory published that explicitly addresses humanitarian operations through the lens of internationalization, behavioural and organisational theories. To the best of our knowledge, explicit development and application of these theories for humanitarian operations is non-existent.

Thus in this paper we fill this gap in research by advocating the borrowing and deployment of relevant theory as a compliment to the solid anchoring of humanitarian operations research in empirical reality. Suffice to say that the value of theory in academic research is well discussed and well known (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick, 2007b; Fawcett and Waller, 2011; Ashkanasy, 2016). In humanitarian operations, theory helps to illuminate complex issues. For example, how best to organize, how to manage logistics, sourcing, strategy, inventory, economics, donor behavior and so forth (Ülkü et al 2015; Muller et al 2014). In addition, the inherent multifaceted nature of humanitarian operations and the environment in which such operations take place calls for the deployment of theories (see Oloruntoba and Kovacs, 2015; Burkart et al 2015; for a full and more recent discussion of developments in these humanitarian activities and processes). Hence, we argue that complex international humanitarian operations are ripe for a range of analyses using a range of theories such as management and organizational theories and other theoretical frameworks. Hence, the objectives of this paper are to:

(1) Suggest 3 categories of social science and management theories that we consider relevant and useful as a starting point for consideration and deployment by scholars in humanitarian operations; and

(2) Analyse one theory from each of the 3 categories of theory suggested with practical illustrations.
The contribution of this paper is threefold: First, the paper triggers scholarly and practical awareness and interest in the deployment and application of theory in the field of humanitarian logistics, humanitarian operations and humanitarian supply chain research through a practical analysis of 3 theories that can be valuably deployed in research. Second, the paper generates novel ways of thinking about humanitarian operations research by discussing how each of the three theories may be valuably deployed in research while the field is still maturing. The paper does this by examining humanitarian operations within the context of each of the three theories, discussing strategies for extending research in our field and generating innovative insights in interesting ways as well as providing a broad foundation for theorizing about theory in humanitarian operations research while setting the stage for future research that may include theory deployment. To the best of our knowledge no paper has previously made such contribution.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we suggest and justify the 3 categories of social science and management theory we consider valuable for scholarly consideration. We afterwards analyze each example theory from the three categories of theory that we suggested as a practical illustration. In section 2, we also discuss how our suggested theories can be practically deployed in research while providing vivid illustrations to buttress our argument. Section 3 is the discussion and conclusion. In section 3 we also discuss the managerial implications of deploying the 3 theories in humanitarian operations research and suggest a clear research stream that ties together the key points made in the paper.

2. Three suggested categories of theory

In this section, we suggest and introduce three categories of social science and management theory. We afterwards explore and illustrate the subject of humanitarian operations research through the lens of one theory each from the three suggested categories of theory. The 3 categories are: Internationalization (illustrative example theory is internationalization theory); Behavioral (illustrative example theory is social exchange theory); and Organizational economics (illustrative example theory is transaction cost theory).

These theories are well known and well used in the for-profit management literature thus they require little introduction. It is sufficient however to say that these 3 categories of theories may be classified as endogenous or exogenous to an organization, or a combination
of endogenous and exogenous (Hymer, 1976; Hoskisson et al., 1999).

In the foregoing discussion, we have suggested three categories of theories: internationalization, and selected an illustrative example theory within the category (internationalization theory) (Dunning, 2003); behavioural, and selected an illustrative example theory within the category (social exchange theory) (Ekeh, 1974; Emerson, 1976); and organizational economics transaction cost theory (Williamson, 1975).

Justification

First, we aim to capture three theories from those that emphasize environmental influences where incidentally not much academic empirical work has been done in humanitarian operations. For example, empirical / fieldwork work on global and international humanitarian supply chains, intercultural and social contexts of international humanitarian organizations including UN agencies as well as empirical work on procurement and other transactions in the humanitarian context is rare (see for example, Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2013). Second, we sought to analyze theories that are sufficiently diverse with respect to their founding origins whether endogenous, exogenous, or combined origins as previously discussed.

Third, we suggest well-known organizational theories, each of which views the issue of humanitarian operations through a different lens. This enables us to develop multiple perspectives about what challenges, puzzles, and problems are most pressing and important in humanitarian operations, what humanitarian organizations might do to solve them, and why such challenges arise. Our opinion is that combined insights arising from multiple theoretical perspectives hold the potential of offering a more holistic framework to guide knowledge creation about humanitarian operations management. Fourth and last, we utilize this diversity of thought to lay a conceptual foundation for subsequent theoretically robust explorations of humanitarian operations. We now analyze each example theory.

1. Internationalization Theory

Internationalization theory has to do with why some organizations pursue foreign direct investment (FDI) and other organizations do not. Scholars such as Dunning (2003) have
incorporated various extensions into the basic internationalization decision taken by managers within the organization. The key assumptions are that the costs of doing business abroad results in a competitive disadvantage for a multinational corporation (MNC) or any organization operating overseas as a result of additional costs incurred by the organization (i.e. the liability of foreignness) (Hymer, 1976; Parkhe, 2003). For instance, costs associated with geographic distances in international humanitarian operations increases transportation and distribution costs. Operational and facility location decisions become more complex owing to warehousing cost trade-offs due to increased order cycles and lead times (Meixell and Gargeya, 2005; Santos-Panate, 2016). Extra costs may also arise for humanitarian operations as a result of exposure to different and new languages, customs, values, cultures, and non-Western practices as well as from beneficiary, or host country environment. For example, poor infrastructure, nationalist policies, supplier non-availability, product quality and perceptions of illegitimacy of foreign owned or foreign operated organizations (Asmussen et al, 2009).

Internationalization theory attracts attention to the range of costs and other barriers that must be overcome by humanitarian organizations and their global supply chains. Humanitarian organizations will face costs associated with their unfamiliarity with the local environment (Calhoun, 2002). For example, material planning, scheduling, demand forecasting and needs assessment processes could be diminished as humanitarian practitioners wrestle with exposure to new and different languages, practices and cultures. Costs may also arise from more macro aspects of the recipient country environment, such as nationalism, inferior infrastructure, or low levels of legitimacy for foreign organizations (Asmussen et al. 2009). For instance, Western organizations sometimes need to overcome negative perceptions about them that are deep seated in a recipient country’s national memory.

The home country itself may impose costs that influence global humanitarian supply chain decisions (Oloruntoba and Gray, 2003). For instance, there may be restrictions on where to source relief goods and where not to source (Ülkü et al 2015). There are often donor nominated preferred suppliers/countries that have been pre-identified hence markets are distorted (Ülkü et al 2015). There is also the issue of tied aid where specific suppliers from a limited number of specified countries supply pre-specified goods in kind with little regard
to what is actually needed in a humanitarian crisis (Thomas, 2003). Similarly, there may be home country tax incentives associated with establishing international developmental assistance supply chains in some countries that nullifies open market mechanisms and efficient competitive bidding. As humanitarian organizations focus on reducing logistics and supply chain management costs and overall project costs, internationalization theory draws attention to potentially competing costs that must be overcome if humanitarian organizations are to be efficient and more effective and efficient in their humanitarian endeavors given their accountability to donors (Zaheer, 1995; Ülkü et al 2015).

Internationalization theory brings with it a significant body of knowledge that could considerably inform research on the international experience of top managers of international organizations, prior international alliances and partnerships, and organizational size and structure (Zaheer, 1995; Hitt et al., 2006). Such factors may be important determinants of global procurement and supply chain relationships that could interact with efficiency-based factors to influence partnering decisions (Zaheer, 1995; Hitt et al., 2006). The internationalization perspective also differentiates between the (1) scope and (2) scale of international diversification of a humanitarian organization. Scope describes the range of countries, regions, or people/cultural groups with which a humanitarian supply chain and distribution chain is engaged (Anderson and Coughlan, 1987). Scale describes the extent to which an organization’s suppliers and buyers cross national borders (Hitt et al, 1997).

Lastly, internationalization theory offers a valuable set of ideas about how globalizing the humanitarian supply chain could affect overall performance. For instance, after learning about their new / foreign environments and gaining access to knowledge and local cultural expertise; a natural research question is: Are longer-term repetitive humanitarian supply chains such as development or reconstruction supply chains more likely to experience performance gains? If so how? However, would such supply chains encounter a threshold, where the costs of logistical involvement and coordination in several countries exceed the benefits of increased access to knowledge and local/cultural expertise and resources?
2. Social exchange theory

The key tenets of social exchange relate to (1) subjective perceptions of the value of the resources being exchanged, or passed from one party to another (2) obligations and expectations that might often emerge regarding those exchanges of resources, and (3) development and maintenance of often-complex political and social relationships resulting from recurring exchanges (Biggart and Delbridge, 2004; Cropanzano and Mitchell, 2005; Coleman, 1986; Ekeh, 1974; Emerson, 1976). For instance, in the context of rich country donor and poor country recipient relationships in which humanitarian operations involve sourcing and shipment of relief and other valuable goods and services from donor countries to poorer, more vulnerable countries; or outsourcing relief goods and services from within country (Wang et al 2016).

Such tenets align with the (a) exchange of specialized knowledge and other resources between humanitarian organisations and beneficiaries, (b) development of commitment and trust, and (c) inculcation and appreciation of relational norms and organisational competencies by incumbents. For instance managers of foreign humanitarian organisations and their potential successors such as national governments and local partners and NGOs who take over humanitarian projects and associated logistics when projects are completed (Dyck et al 2002; Kamradt-Scott, 2016). There are also other stakeholders such as impacted communities, local public health agencies who are integral to the hand over and succession process.

Social exchange theory allows a discussion of the social structures that define, condition, and constrain succession processes in humanitarian operations while retaining the ability to fully incorporate motives and agency. Succession and handover can also occur within country contexts. For instance after Hurricane Katrina when the City of New Orleans and the State of Louisiana took over on departure of helpers from other states in America (Dyck et al 2002; Kamradt-Scott, 2016).

Turner (2003, p. 322) noted that because actors can be individual persons or collective actors such as groups, organizations, corporations or nations, the micro - macro problem of connecting people to a particular mechanistic organizational structure is obviated when
addressing complex research issues within a social exchange perspective. Therefore: (1) by employing a social exchange theoretical perspective we integrate current knowledge on succession in a theoretical model relevant to humanitarian operations scholars, and (2) a social exchange perspective offers a conceptual foundation for examining exchange relationships across various groups of actors, governments, specialists, logisticians, public health officials, military, nutritionists, community members and other stakeholders during the various phases of a succession process. Behaviour and sociology scholars have all proposed multiphase models and suggested that the transition phase consists of: three phases (e.g. Cabrera-Suárez et al., 2005; Dyck et al 2002); four phases (e.g. Cadieux et al, 2002; Churchill and Hatten, 1997; Nordqvist et al 2013); or more than four phases (e.g. Chrisman et al, 2009; Sharma et al 2003). However while the number of phases vary, all models align with Le Breton-Miller et al.’s (2004) three-phase seminal model of succession transition.

In Phase 1 of Le Breton-Miller et al.’s (2004) model, rules and criteria are established for the process of handing over (transition) and communicated. Potential successors are then identified and a succession plan created. The skills, abilities and responsibilities of potential successors are assessed, gaps identified and training provided for development in Phase 2. In Phase 3 formal power/authority transfer and handover occurs with the incumbent stepping down and the chosen successor assuming the role of top manager.

Social exchanges may be categorized based on the actors involved in an exchange such as: (a) Exchanges involving entities or stakeholders within or outside the context of exchanges (b) Other stakeholders, and (c) Exchanges between successors and incumbents (Ekeh, 1974; Emerson, 1976).

Social exchanges and interactions may occur at daily or weekly meetings, for example, between incumbents (e.g. humanitarian organisations and NGOs) and local stakeholders such as local partners and national governments (Hilhorst, 2003).

While social exchange has often been viewed from a simplified dyadic perspective, in this paper we tend to agree with Biggart and Delbridge (2004) who suggest that actors exist at
various levels in an exchange system. Interpersonal and inter-organisational ties that result in the development of social capital, social networks and shared identities among exchange-group members begin one interaction at a time, one individual to another (Hilhorst, 2003). However, with repeated exchanges among members of the group comes an accumulation of obligations, trust and expectations that constitute the exchange patterns which may be similar to those identified in social network theory (Hilhorst, 2003; Biggart and Delbridge, 2004).

Furthermore, in addition to observable network structures, repeated interactions also influence the types and extent of shared schemata which is characterized by common vision, common understanding, common knowledge, and some form of group solidarity and trust. Such shared schemas serve as a frame of reference for future exchanges within members of an exchange group (Granovetter, 1985; Hilhorst, 2003). Over time, these schemas may be passed on to new group members for continuity. Hence, it is the ability of a social exchange perspective to address the big picture of the networks of social interactions in the humanitarian operations context over time and across various levels that leads us to advocate for its utility. The social exchange perspective does serve as an overarching, unifying theoretical architecture that connects extant and future research in humanitarian project transitions, transitioning, succession and handover. This theory can be applied to potential human resource studies of international humanitarian agencies in areas such as expatriation of humanitarian staff, repatriation and domestic geographical relocation, and their adjustment to new job assignments including knowledge transfer between foreign staff. An exchange perspective also provides a ready means to study the mechanics of such relationships and to understand how valuable resources such as knowledge for instance, epidemiological expertise are transferred from foreign responders to local national experts and beneficiaries. Studies on the strategic management and deployment of humanitarian logistics personnel / human resource are rare in the humanitarian operations literature as well as studies that explore or link the human resource policies of humanitarian organizations with their strategic objectives.

Social exchange theory helps to develop new approaches and insights into fundamental succession questions at the end of humanitarian action/projects or at the end of disaster management phases such as emergency relief, reconstruction and rebuilding. Groves (2007)
argued that a successful and effective succession process depends on the level of understanding and mutual respect between incumbent and successor, grounded in support, trust, communication, and mutual learning. Perceptions of mutual obligation and competence should begin prior to handover. Indeed, Santora et al (2015) noted that the quality of the incumbent–successor relationship is critical to an effective succession. Thus, a social exchange perspective may offer a way to organize succession knowledge in the management of humanitarian operations.

3. Transaction cost

The total expenses of carrying out an exchange between organizations in the marketplace or a transfer of resources within an individual organization whether or not its branches are in different countries is often referred to as transaction costs (Williamson, 1975, 1981, 1985). Transaction cost economics is premised on the fact that costs created within market and non-market exchanges are influenced by several important variables such as asset specificity (Williamson, 1975, 81); bounded rationality (Williamson, 1975, 81); contract specificity (Williamson, 1975, 81); trust (Whipple et al 2013) and agency (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).

Asset specificity arises when an exchange partner has invested in resources that are of limited or no value in other exchange contexts (Williamson, 1975, 81). Asset specificity is a term related to the inter-party relationships of a transaction. It is usually defined as the extent to which the investments made to support a particular transaction have a higher value to that transaction than they would have if they were redeployed for any other purpose.

There are various forms of asset specificity. These include: (1) Physical-Asset Specificity. For instance, the Ebola specific equipment deployed during the recent Ebola epidemic of 2014 may no longer be of value unless there is another outbreak at which such equipment can be re-used. Thus, in this example, the value of an asset can perish; (2) Site Specificity. Site specificity occurs when investments in productive assets are made in close physical proximity to each other. Geographical proximity of assets for different stages of production reduces inventory, transportation, and sometimes processing costs. For instance, the United Nations humanitarian clusters/depots in Dubai, Nairobi, Brindisi (Italy) are major logistical sites; and (3) Human-Asset Specificity refers to the accumulation of knowledge and expertise that is specific to one partner. For instance as regards exclusive proprietary ownership of nutritional wet feeding of malnourished infants or specialized knowledge of
the logistics of humanitarian relief by such organizations as Atlas Logistique in France or the Fritz Institute in San Francisco (McGuinness 1994).

Bounded rationality arises when partner organizations do intend to make rational decisions, but limited human information processing and interpretation abilities make complete rationality impossible. This may also relate to cognitive block and cognitive dissonance where there is a tendency for individual managers to seek consistency with their cognitions i.e., biases, beliefs and opinions (Cooper, 2007; Festinger, 1957). Hence, key decisions are often taken under conditions of uncertainty.

Contract specificity explains how exchange partners, who are unable to stipulate all of the potential inputs and outputs of an exchange relationship in advance, rely on explicit contracts to govern the exchange. For example contracts of carriage, warehousing or supply. The transaction cost and organizational economics perspective suggests that organizations make sourcing decisions by combining the factors above to determine the optimal economic merit of each transaction (Hobbs, 1996; Williamson, 2008). However, in a global context, aggregated transaction costs at system level forces an organization to take on a new set of complexities if it is to manage a nexus of sourcing decisions as well as other operations and logistics related decisions.

Bounded rationality is affected also by the context in which decisions are made as rules of the game and rules of governance may not be clearly understood (uncertainty). The rules are also not held constant for example due to different cultures or partners or institutions. Property rights may be less secure and legal systems may operate differently (Williamson, 2008). Therefore, assessing transaction costs across national boundaries involves a host of complications that make the task less predictable and this is important because humanitarian organizations must be seen to be efficient with the use of donor funds and must do more with less (Ülkü et al 2015).

Unforeseen events such as sudden political upheaval in a foreign country may impact humanitarian organizations in several ways and managers with a broad understanding of such global and international complexities and a cosmopolitan view of the world may be in a better position to limit the effects of bounded rationality and more accurately assess cross-border transaction costs. A manager who has worked in or traveled to the
target countries has a more comprehensive understanding of the peculiarities, costs, and risks of operating in each culture and may be in a better position to evaluate the full extent of transaction costs in each country (Hohenthal et al 2014; Santos-Panate, 2016). The management of local logistics knowledge at disaster sites is an emerging area in international humanitarian logistics literature and knowledge is a fundamental condition for humanitarian organizations to operate efficiently.

Operational relationships often take place in multi-context complex interactions (Hitt et al., 2000). Such interactions demand that partner organizations share tacit knowledge and hard-to-codify assets. Hence, confidence that one’s partner organization will cooperate in a trustworthy fashion is essential for operational relationships to succeed (Sinkovics et al., 2011).

However, formal contract-based governance i.e., contract specificity may be reduced as confident positive expectations about a partner’s behavior and trust increases (Dyer, 1997; Langfield-Smith and Smith, 2003). However, it is more difficult to develop trust across disparate cultures as individual decision makers may have different conceptualizations of efficiency, time, and deadlines as a function of their different national cultures. In short, cultural differences could lead to poor exchanges that make it difficult for trust to develop.

The agency problem describes how there is potentially divergent interests and information asymmetry between principals and their agents (Zsidisin and Ellram, 2003; Dalton et al., 2007). For example between donors and humanitarian organisations and between humanitarian organizations as buyers of relief goods and others who are vendors of relief goods. As a result of asymmetry in information there may be moral hazard and opportunism on the part of vendors who may make decisions that serve their own interests rather than the interest of the principal (Dalton et al., 2007).

The agency view is valuable for research as a result of significant donor funding required for humanitarian operations (Zsidisin and Ellram, 2003; Ülkü et al 2015). Moreover, the area of donor funding is a neglected area of research in spite of donor funding being an important input into the supply chain as humanitarian organizations are agents of their donors and donors donate taxpayer funds (Ülkü et al 2015). In this context, monitoring costs incurred
by the principal to ensure the agent is not acting opportunistically are often exacerbated by working in different time zones, geographic distance, and a range of other environmental uncertainties (Parkhe, 2003). Compliance and monitoring costs include administration of various accountability reports such as beneficiary lists that are regularly sent by humanitarian organizations to their donors (Thomas, 2003; Ülkü et al 2015).

Likewise for humanitarian organizations operating in a foreign country, the choice of agents such as truck drivers, warehouse providers and providers of other logistics services exposes humanitarian organizations to the risk of opportunism. Adopting agency theory as a theoretical lens in humanitarian operations helps to focus on how to manage cross-border buyer-supplier relationships and the problems that might arise. As discussed, agency risks and costs are subsumed under transaction costs [organization economics] as well as the steps that humanitarian organizations could take to prevent, manage and mitigate those problems. The transaction cost and organizational economics theoretical tradition may be valuable for scholars working in a global humanitarian context for instance, relationships between trust and controls in contracting between culturally distant organizations. We now turn our attention to discussing how to practically deploy these theories in section 3.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

The three theories described and their relevance to humanitarian operations research is meant to trigger ideas and inspire scholars in our field to consider how they might explore research in humanitarian operations in new ways. Theory development in humanitarian operations is in infancy (Richey Jr, 2009; Oloruntoba and Gray, 2009; Kunz and Reiner 2012). Hence, there is enormous opportunity to build on these initial suggestions as it is our view that each of these three theories could be used as the foundation for empirical investigations of humanitarian operations. Scholars may also explore the theories in different types of humanitarian organizations perhaps based on their supply chain structure or institutional contexts.

Combining theories

One strategy for scholars to add value to their research would be to combine multiple theoretical perspectives to enhance the possible insights about humanitarian operations. A
study that combines internationalization theory, organization economics and social exchange theory should be interesting. At the heart of internationalization theory is liability of foreignness which describes costs incurred by humanitarian organizations when they go abroad. How humanitarian organizations might establish potential sourcing relationships in countries with different liabilities of foreignness such as different geographic and cultural distances from the home country or different host country institutional contexts should be interesting. Hens (2012) argued that inclusion and collaboration with local partners and stakeholders in foreign contexts are a necessity as a result of institutional voids, and institutional distance limits transferability of business models from developed-country contexts to developing country contexts. Adding internationalization theory to this formula could help describe how humanitarian organizations might overcome liabilities of foreignness in their global operations. Also, if humanitarian operations are not going well in one country, can this leave open the possibility of leaving in favor of where liabilities are less? Internationalization theory could be used to inform research in this regard.

**Contrasting theories**

Although combining theories to yield complementary perspectives should yield fruitful insights, more interesting questions might arise from investigating competing theoretical perspectives. For example, interesting contradictions may arise when concurrently examining the global and international humanitarian supply chain through the frame of transaction-cost and organizational economics and social exchange theory. In organizational economics, global sourcing decisions often follow a prescribed formula, describing a precise point at which humanitarian organizations should engage in contracts to accomplish specific goals. Social exchange theory, however, would suggest that an organization will make social exchanges that align with social, normative, cognitive, and regulative norms, which may not always be the most economically efficient.

In structuring their supply chain relationships, humanitarian organizations might find themselves under competing influences from legitimacy-minded institutions as well as efficiency-minded principals such as donors. Contradictions might arise with the parallel exploration of competitive advantage as humanitarian organizations survive and prosper by outmaneuvering rivals in search of resources. This includes humanitarian organizations that must compete for funding and positive global media coverage and influence. Hence, the
managers of humanitarian organizations must make global supply chain decisions with a view toward minimizing dependence on others and maximizing their power relative to their competitors. However, on the contrary, as they expand their global and international supply chains outward, they could deliberately increase their dependency on others but at the same time becoming more powerful actors in the network. Hence, scholars may want to investigate such co-evolution as humanitarian organizations develop their global and international supply chains.

Extend theories
Contrasting or combining theories may serve as a valuable means of advancing knowledge. However, scholars can also contribute by extending theories to bridge gaps that may exist in various areas. For instance, scholars might seek to know how multiple levels or echelons of the humanitarian supply chain could affect a conceptual examination of humanitarian supply chains as well as existing models of humanitarian supply chains. Often, humanitarian supply chains are conceptualized very simply as donors (a type of supplier), suppliers of humanitarian goods to humanitarian organizations and beneficiaries often conceptualized as customers (e.g. Oloruntoba and Gray 2006, 2009; Ülkü et al 2015). One way to investigate how multiple levels or echelons of the humanitarian supply chain could affect a conceptual examination would be to embrace a broader emphasis on the multiple tiers of production (i.e. where value is added in the supply chain) as well as distribution within the supply chain (i.e. to end users / beneficiaries or to extended delivery points).

Many studies in humanitarian supply chains focus on and explain decisions surrounding just one tier or echelon of the humanitarian supply chain (e.g. sourcing) without considering the second- order implications for other tiers within the same supply chain. Another option could be to examine several humanitarian supply chains that pass through a single humanitarian agency or organization. Thus, raising new questions about how a humanitarian organization might manage its portfolio of supply chains and how management decisions about one supply chain might affect others in which the humanitarian organization is engaged.

As scholarly research in humanitarian operations matures, the community of scholars in the
area may be able to develop more comprehensive and sophisticated understandings of the phenomena through the application of multiple level analyses and perspectives. Another approach to extending theoretical exploration of humanitarian logistics and supply chains may be to conceptualize them as a tool or a means to an end rather than as an end in themselves.

Kovacs and Spens (2007) and Oloruntoba and Gray (2006) outlined the notion of competition for donor funds and positive publicity as well as the notion of competitive advantage amongst large multinational humanitarian organizations. The notion of competition is a paradox as scholars sometimes seem to assume that humanitarian organizations do not ‘compete’ because they are not for profits. Such an approach of seeing actively strategic and competitive humanitarian organizations demands far more from existing theoretical perspectives (e.g. swift trust proposed by Tatham and Kovacs 2010, agility discussed by Oloruntoba and Gray 2006; Dubey and Gunasekaran, 2016; L’Hermitte et al., 2014; Naim and Gosling, 2011; Balcik and Beamon, 2008). Such a view shifts the emphasis from managerial decisions about a component of the humanitarian supply chain to outcomes from the level of individual humanitarian organizations that might have been affected by the end to end supply chain. Hence, as medium or long term humanitarian supply chains engage one another in competition for example for donor funding across several disparate geographically distributed countries, it becomes more important for theoretical investigations to include how such supply chains interact and how individual humanitarian organizations use them to gain competitive advantage.

We also suggest that theory development in humanitarian supply chain research would benefit from more incisive integration of time (or phase of disaster management) into the studies and relationships of interest. For example, it may be valuable to consider how time might be aggregated at levels beyond the conventional emergency relief, rebuilding, and reconstruction phases such that time or phase becomes more conceptually meaningful rather than simplistically and empirically expedient. For example phases often exist together or overlap. Related to the process of aggregation is how long a particular phase/time lasts in humanitarian response.
Scholars may also discover greater diversity in the rates of change of phases operating in different institutional and cultural contexts. For instance, Nepal after the 2014 earthquake and Haiti after the 2010 earthquake seem to be stuck somewhere in between the emergency phase and the rebuilding phase. Emergency phase is over but the rebuilding, rehabilitation and resettlement/development phase is yet to begin after more than 2 years in Nepal similar to Haiti. Hence, scholars may need to focus more on discontinuous non-linear change of phase hence the significance of studies on frequency, rhythm, cycles, and interruptions. Whetten (1989) explained how to do this. For comprehensiveness, a developed theory is required to explain when concepts or constructs would be applicable. This limits the hypotheses and/ or propositions generated from conceptual models and non-empirical conceptual papers of which much of the published work in humanitarian logistics and supply chains is based. In the following sub-section, we discuss managerial implications.

Managerial implications

The application of multiple theories to humanitarian operations offers practical managerial insights in addition to theoretical insights. Academic research articles often convey vastly different understandings of the same phenomena based upon the perspective from which the authors investigated it. Each perspective by itself provides important information that contributes to the whole, but is also, by itself, incomplete. By drawing attention to the richness of use of a range of theoretical perspectives and investigating how together they might depict the phenomenon, our article offers a valuable description of the phenomenon that can help humanitarian practitioners to comprehend the many motivations that exist and the many issues that arise in humanitarian operations.

Global attention seems to be shifting toward emerging markets, developing countries and so-called bottom of pyramid countries where many humanitarian crises occur (Walsh, 2015; George, 2015; George at al 2016). Additionally, competition in many spheres and industries has triggered the globalization of demand and supply sources (e.g. George at al 2016; Walsh, 2015; Fawcett and Waller 2015). As humanitarian organizations, their managers and donors move forward with embracing the more inevitable globalization of humanitarian supply chains; leveraging the suggested theories could help practitioners to understand the gaps between what could be and what is at the moment in the management of their operations.
Important global events have highlighted the increasing requirement that practitioners cannot be content with allowing their humanitarian supply chains to react to events or just go along with events without pre-determined goals and aims. For example, Oloruntoba and Kovacs (2015) highlighted a number of developments in humanitarian practice for instance, the development of Islamic humanitarian organizations and Islamic humanitarianism. They also discussed the development and use of cash relief and the increasing of incorporation of community members into key decisions regarding humanitarian assistance and distribution of humanitarian assistance. Managers who understand and have planned for such developments are better placed to survive and prosper their humanitarian organizations than those who have not sufficiently accounted for evolving and arising complexities in global humanitarian practice. Humanitarian logistics and supply chain management is widely known to be the basis of successful and effective humanitarian assistance (Thomas, 2003; Thomas, 2004; Thomas and Kopczak, 2005). However, theory driven and systematic investigations will be needed to assess the scope and depth to which the theories described in this paper describe future possible options and current practice.

The goal of this paper is to generate preliminary ideas and inspire scholars to consider deploying academic theories in their exploration of the phenomenon of humanitarian logistics in novel ways. Internationalization theory, social exchange and transaction costs and organization economics theories should change the types of research questions we ask in humanitarian logistics, and the way we search for findings. The authors hope that this has been accomplished in a basic way.

Humanitarian logistics is a relatively new field of research (Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove 2016). The environments in which humanitarian challenges manifest themselves are quite varied. They range from longer-term development contexts to immediate post-disaster relief operations, but also from dealing with epidemics and floods to distributing essential supplies to remote areas in difficult last mile situations. There are many situations where the challenge of humanitarian logistics and the humanitarian response operations that it supports are substantially different from commercial operations. Hence, there is a need to apply, adapt and / or develop new concepts, theory, and intuitive insights.
Humanitarian operations often occur under highly political environments where the influence of governments and militaries cannot be ignored.

Thomas Friedman suggested that a history of the world written in 2025 would likely point to flattening of the globe as the most crucial development of our time (Friedman, 2005). Likewise, other scholars identify massive shifts of both potential markets and available workforce from developed to emerging markets which is placing new demands on supply chain managers (see for instance Walsh, 2015; Fawcett and Waller, 2015; George et al 2016). Many of the rules of the past no longer apply and many Western-centric assumptions also no longer apply as managers who operate globally often in remote areas attempt to navigate institutional and cultural differences, geographic distances, language barriers, political uncertainty, currency exchanges, and multiple time zones in their supply chains. As new rules cultural contexts take shape, and the academic community attempts to make sense of them, we believe that the three theories discussed in this article will provide a potent theoretical foundation for exploring ideas, explaining relationships, and understanding the phenomenon of global and international humanitarian logistics and supply chain management. Most importantly, theory can help us bridge the gap between academics and practitioners in our field (Pedraza-Martinez and Van Wassenhove, 2016) and beyond (Rynes and Bartunek, 2001).

Possible directions forward

Internationalization theory

Internationalization theory offers a valuable set of research ideas about how globalizing the humanitarian supply chain could affect overall performance. For instance, after learning about their new foreign environments and gaining access to knowledge and local cultural expertise; scholars could consider the question: Are longer-term repetitive humanitarian supply chains such as development or reconstruction supply chains more likely to experience performance gains? Would such supply chains encounter a threshold, where the costs of logistical involvement and coordination in several countries exceed the benefits of increased access to knowledge and local/cultural expertise and resources?

Social exchange perspective

The social exchange perspective does serve as an overarching, unifying theoretical
architecture that connects extant and future research in humanitarian project transitions, transitioning, succession and handover. Scholars could develop new approaches and insights into fundamental questions of succession at the end of humanitarian action/projects. Researchers might ask (a) what antecedents are necessary and sufficient within a humanitarian organization and a local partner to assure successful and effective exchanges and relationships between the humanitarian organization and its local partner? How do such antecedents develop or are cultivated and how do they influence humanitarian organizational and logistical outcomes in aid receiving countries? In other words, what role does pre-existing internal conditions of humanitarian organizations and their partners play in successful partnering and collaboration especially in the area of logistics? (b) What are the processes of reciprocation between a humanitarian organization and its local partners? How do local partner organizations reciprocate the decisions and actions of foreign humanitarian organizations and vice versa? Studies of leader-member logistics groupings and the role that each party plays are important given the multi-actor context of humanitarian operations. Overall, studies of reciprocation processes in social exchanges should add richness to scholarly understanding of leader-member relationships within logistics service provision and humanitarian supply chains.

Transaction costs

The agency view is valuable for studies of opportunism, and how to manage cross-border buyer-supplier relationships and the problems that might arise Scholars may also explore the theories in different types of humanitarian organizations perhaps based on their supply chain structure or institutional contexts. Scholars may undertake studies that describe how humanitarian organizations might overcome liabilities of foreignness in their global operations. Scholars may also focus on contradictions that might arise with the concurrent exploration of competitive advantage in the context of humanitarian organizations and how they out-maneuver rivals in search of resources.

Scholars might also explore multiple levels or echelons of the humanitarian supply chain to further build upon existing simplistic models. They might consider second-order implications for other tiers within the same supply chain. Thus, raising new questions about how a humanitarian organization might manage its portfolio of supply chains and how management decisions about one supply chain might affect others in which the humanitarian
organization is engaged. Research would benefit from integration of time (or phase of disaster management) into the studies and relationships of interest beyond the conventional phases of emergency relief, rebuilding, and reconstruction such as discontinuous non-linear change of phase hence the significance of studies on frequency, rhythm, cycles, and interruptions.
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